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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF RFC REACTOR

ABSTRUCT

A parametic analysis and a preliminary conceptual design

for RFC reactor (including cusp field) with and without alpha

particle heating are described. Steady state operations can be

obtained for various RF ponderomotive potential in cases of

alpha particle heating.

1. INTRODUCTION

The reactor including cusp fields (RFC reactor) has been

studied in the physical view point of an adiabadic radio

frequency (RF) plugging in 1974 . The scaling law of the

required RF field was made clear in the relations of the ion

energy to be confined, the confinemant time and the magnetic

field strength. This system is composed of two plug sections

and one cylindrical central section, where most of a fusion

output is obtained. At 1978, the tandemn mirror concept was
2 3)

proposed ' and is very similar to the RFC reactor in this

point. However there are two essential difference between RFC

system and the tandemn mirror system. One is the difference of

the plugging scheme. In RFC system the plasma end loss

suppressed by a ponderomotive potential produced by RF field in

the ion cyclotron frequency range. Therefore the impurity

problem is essentially less than other systems because the RF

plugging has a property of selective confinement for various

Z/m values. In tandemn mirror system, ambiporlar potential is

used. The other difference is in a magnetic configuration. As

the plug'sections in RFC reactor consist of two spindle cusps,

high £ plasma can be obtained and the synchrotron radiation

becomes small. Therefore this concept can be one of the

candidated of advanded fusion devices. While in tandemn mirror

system, there exists a bad curveture region between the central

cylindrical section and two plug sections and a plasma 3 may be

limited to some value.

There are many physical and technical probrems to be
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solved in RFC reactor. The breakdown of RF electrodes in plug

regions seems to be most serious probrem. In the present note,

we have not done the mechanical design of this reacor in detail

yet, but we have conseptually desighned RFC reactor, by using

balance equations of particle and energy.

2. RFC REACTOR

A schematic drawing of RFC reactor is shown in Fig.l. The

features of RFC reactor are as follows; 1) Axisymmetric double

cusp magnetic configration. 2) Preferential RF plug with w^u .

3) Plasma is confined in outer mirror region. 4) Cusp region

plasi.ia, whose pressure is slightly larger than that of mirror

region plasma, stabilizes an internal ballooning instability.

5) Plasma is heated by using ion-ion hybrid resonance in a

central section. 6) Fuelling is pellet injection. 7} End loss

energy is recovered by direct energy converter systems. The

boundary between the outer mirror region and the cusp region is

determined by calculating an adiabatic parameter along a

magnetic field line. There also exists an alpha particle trap

region where an alpha particle heating is available-in mirror

region. We have conceptually designed RFC reactor in two

cases, with and without alpha particle heating.

3. ADIABATIC TRAP IN A MAGNETIC FIELD

A nonadiabatic jump in the magnetic moment, a confinement

time and a reactor size are sensible to whether a high energy

ion (including alpha particle) with pitch angle greater than

the magnetic loss-cone angle can be confined adiabatically in a

magnetic field. An analytic expression was obtained for

nonadiabatic jumps in the magnetic moment (&v/v ) for particle
4-)

orbits in cusp field. The nonadiabatic jump is given as

follows ;

= 0.018(1 + 8A 3 / 2 + 110X3)exp(-0.5X~3/2) (1)

where X. is related to the maximum ratio of a Larmar radius of
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particle (p) and the radius of curvcture of a magnetic field

line (R ) , that is A = 2p/RQ. The conditon for the confine~ent

of a high energy ion can be approximately expressed as xc < i

where x_ is the time for an ion to diffuse in pitch angle by

nonadiabadicity from its initial angle 6• to the loss-cone

angle 6 and where x is the ion-ion collision time for an ion
c c

and the slowing-down time by electron drag for an alpha

particle, respectively. Assuming an ion makes a random pitch

angle step of average magnitude,

68 = -£t- <-^-) (2)

in each bounce time, T, = L/v , where L is the length of RFC

reactor. Therefore mirror trap condition can be obtained as

follows;

(3)

-14 3
When we assume that a plasma density, n = 10 cm , ion energy

E. = 50 kev, the reactor size, L = 100 m, the ion can be

trapped in a mirror if X is less than 0.3. In the same way,

asssuming T = 1 0 keV, an alpha particle can slow down by

electron drag and contribute to electron and ion heating when

A is less than 0.25.

4. ICRF HEATING

Plasma heating at the cylindrical central section is

necessary except for self-sustaining by alpha particle heating.

The wave dispersion equation is given by

• 2 (R - nj) (L - nl) (4)

m. = g
s - n;

Here we use Stix's notation but R, L, and S should be extended

to include both deuterium and tritium. Equation (4) suggests

that a resonance and two cutoff zones are given by S = n//( R =

ny/ and L = x\,.. The wave is evanescent outside the region
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between resonance and cut-off boundaries. The RF field is

excited at the exterior of the plasma, get through to the R

boundary with exponential reduction, and then propagates to the

resonance layer. A full wave dispersion relation which include

finite temperature effect shows that the wave mode converts to

an electrostati": wave and deposit almost all its energy near

this layer. The simplest solution of the resonance zone is

obtained by ignoring n

* " + " "
. = ( 5 )

"pD + "pT

If the D-T mixture is 50 to 50 %, Eq.(5) suggests that the

resonance zone is determined as a function only of the magnetic

field intensity. Since the high 3 plasma can be obtained in

this reactor, the magnetic field strength gradually changes in

a radial direction. We can, thus limit the region of power

deposition through a feedback control of RF frequency. The

result of ICRF heating on TFR showed the rating P f/A = 5
2

MW/m , here P f is RP heating power and A is the area of
2

antennas. If we take the space factor of 0.5, P ,/A = 2.5 MW/m
is more appropriate. To get power injection of 0.1 GW we need

2
total antenna area of 40 m . We use the front elements of the

branket as antenna elements so that they can bear the heat

loading.

5. PARTICLE AND ENERGY BALANCE

We treat of balance equations for cusp and mirror regions.

Assuming that parallel plasma losses obey 'Pastukhov Formula'

and th:.t the radial transports are ambipolar diffusion, so the

parallel losses should be ambipolar. As the confinement in the

internal cusp region is worse than that in outer mirror region,

it is desirable that the plasma temperature is kept lower and

that the plasma heating mainly conducted in outer mirror

region. The fueling, however, is mainly done in inner cusp

region from the demand that the plasma pressure is slightly

larger than that of the mirror region. The gradient of the
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density has an opposite sign to that of the temperature. In

this situation, the drift wave is unstable and has a large growth

rate from the linear theory; y= -0.5/TTOJ* n/Ck^V ), where w* is

the drift frequency, where n= d(lnT )/d(lnn). The diffusion

flux is given from the Kadomtsev formula

The energy transports of ion and electron caused by this drift

wave are as follows , respectively;

Qi = n T i V T i ( - ^ ) 4 kn < ^ ) 2 (7)

(8)

where k = pd(lnn)/dx

When a plasma is heated in outer mirror region, the electron

temperature gradient has opposite sign to the density gradient.

Therefore the drift wave is excited and the inward heat transfer

occurs for the temperature gradient to be smaller. The eauili-

brium state will be obtained when inward heat transfer reaches

its equal value of a plasma loss.

6. PARAMETER SURVEY OF RFC REACTOR

We have examined two cases, with and without alpha •

particle heating in RFC reactor,

i) without alpha particle heating

When we choose 2T as the magnetic field strength at the

central cylindrical section, high 6 plasma can be obtained, but

alpha particle can not be trapped magnetically and alpha

particle heating can not be expected. In this situation, if we

determine RF ponderomotive potential, fueling rate and RF

heating power, a steady state can be obtained and the ratio of

a fusion output power and RF heating power, Q value, can be
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calculated. In Fig.2, We see Q value dependences on ion

temperatures for various RF ponderomotive potentials. It is

clear from this figure that the higher RF ponderomotive

potential, the larger Q value can be obtained. At fixed RF

ponderomotive potential, there exists optimum ion temperatue.

We can interpret this phenomena as follows; When ion temper-

ature is low, dominant energy loss is radial heat flux which is

proportional to T. in the classical diffusion. Therefore Q

value decreases with decrease of an ion temperatue. When ion

temperature is high, main plasma loss is a parallel one which

obeys to 'Pastukhov Formula1. Therefore Q value decreases is

the form of Q * exp [\\> f/T.) with an increase of ion temper-

ature. Various parameters without alpha particle heating in RFC

reactor are tablated in Table 1.

ii) With alpha particle heating

When a magnetic field strength of the central cylindrical

section becomes 4 times larger in same magnetic configuration,

alpha particle trap can be realized in outer part of a mirror

region. A steady state can be obtained for the shake of inward

diffusion of ion and electon energies in stead of runaway of

their temperatures. Figure 4 shows radial distributions of

density, ion temperature and electron temperature profiles for

RF ponderomotive potential, ty f = 110 kV. In this case, this

situation is sustained only by alpha particle heating, there-

fore the additional heating is not requix-ed at all (see table

2). Here, an electron energy transfer is dominant process and

an ion energy is sustained by a heat transfer from electron to

ions in cusp and mirror regions. When RF ponderomotive

potential increases, the other steady state condition is

obtained where plasma temperatures are higher and the fusion

output is larger than in previously mentioned condition. The

ion temperature increase, however, is comparatively small and

the plasma pressure in mirror region becomes to exceed that in

cusp region, which excites 'Internal Ballooning Instabitity'.

Therefore an additional ion heating is required in cusp region

in order to stabilize 'Internal Ballooning Instability'. The
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ion temperatue and the Q value dependences are shown for

various RF ponderomotive potential, <jj _ in Fig. 5. The Q value

decreases because the additional RF heating power increases as

the higher RF ponderomotive potential is applied. The self=

sustain condition by alpha particle heating can be obtained in

such a case that <|i f is less than 120 kV.

Alpha particle of slowing down (ash) has a same value of

Z/m as a deuterium. They are confined b" RF ponderomotive

potential and accumulate in confinement region. Assuming a

radial profile of low energy alpha particle as hypabolic and

that the outward radial diffusion is classical, the equilibrium

density reaches

plasma density.

"12 3density reaches to about 10 cm which is only less than 1% of

7. SUMMARY

We conceptually designed RFC reactor (including Cusp

magnetic field), using balance equations of particle and

energy. We summarize the results as follows;

(1) Q value increases as increase of RF ponderomotive potential

in the case of the external heating reactor.

(2) When a magnetic field is strengthened 4 times larger than

that of the external heating reactor, alpha particles can be

magnetically trapped in outer mirror region.

(3) The self-sustain conditions by alpha particle heating are

available in relatively small RF ponderomotive potential.

(4) In the alpha particle heating reactor, there seem some

disadvantages. One is that the plasma 3 value becomes small.

And the other is that an RF field intensity becomes larger to

produce a required RF ponderomotive potential.
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FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of RFC reactor.
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Q

iT (1014citT3)

(keV)

(keV)

(keV)

(kev)

(kV/cm)

(T)

(T)

(sec)

(sec)

(sec)

(MW)

(MW)

(m)

(m)

Table 1

Cusp Region

2 . 0

6 . 9

7 . 0

180

106

165

2 . 8

1.35

O . 4 7

7 . 6

5 . 6

9 . 5

25.6

272

1 0 0

1

10.6

Mirror Region

1.8

7 . 1

7 .

180

104 .

165

2 . 8

1 .3

o . 5

71.6

53.7
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Table 2

Cusp Region Mirror Region Particle
Heating Region

n D + r

T.

Te

•rf
et

Erf

Bp

Bc

TEi//

Prf

PF

L

rc

Q

»T (1014cm~3)

(keV)

(keV)

(kV)

\kV)

(kV/cm)

(T)

(T)

(sec)

(sec)

(MW)

(MW)

(m)

(m)

2.0

4.9

5.7

110

71

560

12

8

0.39

0.27

0

144

100

1

CO

1.7

6.1

6.2

110

67

560

12

8

14.2

9.6

1.0

7.1

7.1

110

69

560

12

8

8.5

5.5
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